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Using the recently discussed quantum dynamics in phase space, we derive a master equation, starting
from the phase-space equivalent to the Schrodinger equation of motion for the density operator. Use is made
of Zwanzig s projection-operator techniques and some explicit realizations of the projection operators are
given. The master equation is then applied to show that the time-correlation functions, as defined in the text,
satisfy an integral equation of the Volterra type. Next, a master equation for a system interacting with a
large system is derived. As an illustration, we determine the lowest-order Born approximation and carry out
a short-memory-approximation calculation for an oscillator coupled to a reservoir and for a two-level system
interacting with an oscillator heat bath; we obtain equations of the Fokker-Planck type. Some physical
implications of these equations are also discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
' 'N the last several years, there has been consider-
~- able interest in deriving the so-called "master
equations'" for closed' as well as open' systems.
One starts from the quantum-mechanical Liouville
equation for the density operator and by suitable tech-
niques one derives from it the equation of motion for
the relevant part of the density operator. Using master
equations, one can obtain equations of motion for the
macroscopic observables and can study the evolution
of macroscopic observables towards thermodynamic
equilibrium.
Recently, a general method' of transcribing the
quantum-mechanical equations of motion into an
equivalent equation of motion in the associated phase
space was found. ' When this is done, the equation of
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motion for the density operator becomes a c-number
differential equation. In the present investigation, this
equation forms the basis for the derivation of the master
equation. We use the projection operator techniques
as pioneered by Zwanzig" and subsequently used by
many authors. ' "Once the phase-space form of the
master equations are derived, they can be solved as
if they were classical equations and in this manner
many problems of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics
can be solved.
We also consider the interaction of the system with
another (large) system which acts as a heat bath. Again
using Zwanzig s project. ion-operator technique, we ob-
tain a master equation for the phase-space distribution
function'~ of the system of interest. In our analysis the
bath and the system are assumed to form an isolated
system described by the equivalent of a quantum-
mechanical density-operator equation in phase space.
We only assume that at some initial time the bath and
the system are statistically independent and that the
bath is in thermal equilibrium. Subject to these assump-
tions, the equation so derived is exact.
In Sec. 5, we consider the application of the formalism
to two systems, namely, a harmonic oscillator and
a two-level system interacting with a heat bath which
consists of harmonic oscillators. We carry out the Born-
approximation calculation and also make use of the
R. W. Zwanzig, in Lectures in Theoretical Physics, edited by
W. E. Brittin, B. W. Downs, and J. Downs (Interscience Pub-
lishers, Inc. , New York, 1961),Vol. 3, p. 106.
' P. N. Argyres and P. L. Kelley, Phys. Rev. 134, A98 (1964).
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short-memory approximation4 and obtain equations of
the Fokker-Planck type. Some of the implications of
these equations are also discussed.
where the I.iouville operator 8 is dined by
2= FH exp(h&)Lexp(A2) —exp( —A2)]. (2.8)
2. MASTER EQUATION FOR A
GENERAL SYSTEM
Ke decompose F, in the form
Fv= n'Fv+(I O')Fv—, (2 9)
The density operator p(t) of a quantum-mechanical
system satisfies the equation of motion
imp/ai = +Le,p] (h= 1), (2.1)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. We have
shown elsewhere" that the density operator t Eq. (2.1)]
is equivalent to the following equation in phase space:"
iBFv/Bt =F~ exp(Z&) )exp(A2) —exp( —A2)]F, , (2.2)
where F, and I'& are" the 0 equivalents of the density
operator p(t) and of the Hamiltonian, respectively. Note
that the relation between the 0 equivalent Fo(z,s*) of
an operator G and the operator G(a,at) is given by'
Fg(s,z*)= m. Tr{G(a,at)A&a&(z —a, s*—at) }, (2.3)
where
A(D&(& o z4 ot)
7r2
Xe PL (s*—o') —'(s —o)] (2 4)
The function Q(n, o*), which appears in (2.4), charac-
terizes the rule of association which is adopted for the
ordering of functions of noncommuting operators a and
at. For a wide class of associations of interest, &(o,o*)
is of the form'"
fl(n, n*)= exp(pn'+ vo*'+dao*) (2.5)
where p, s, and A, are parameters. The operators h.i and
A~, which appear in (2.2), are given by
8 8 8 8 t9 8
A& ——2v———2p +X — + —,(2.6a)
Bs Bs Bs'* Bs* Bs' Bs* Bs~ Bs'
C(P) = e '&F,(t)dt (ReP&0).
0
(2.10)
Qn taking the Laplace transform of (2.7), we obtain the
equation
(2.11)Pc(P) —F,(0)= iZC(P) . —
Next we multiply (2.11) by n& and by (1—n'), respec-
tively, and obtain the equations
o t pc(p) —F,(o))= —in zo c(p)
—in Z(1—O)c(P), (2.12)
(1—n') yc(p) —F,(o)]=—i(1—o') zn'cy)
—i(1—tP) 2 (1—n')C(P) . (2.13)
Equation (2.13) can be rearranged to give
(1-n)C(p) = Eu+'(I-n)~?'
X(—i(1—n&)&n&C(P)+(1 —n&)F,(0)]. (2.14)
If we substitute (2.14) in (2.12), we obtain the equation
po c(p) nF, (0—)= { io zo—c(p)
—io zr p+i(1—o)z]-'f—i(1—o)zn c(p)
+(1—n')F, (0)7} (2 15)
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (2.15), we
6nd that
where (P is the projection operator associated with the
part of the system that is of interest. Our aim is to derive
an equation of motion for (PF, . Let C(P) l&e the Laplace
transform of F,(t), i.e.,
(8 8 8 8
(Bs Bz* 8s* Bs
8
po F,(~)]+io @pa—F,(~)](2.6b)
bio z{exp/ —i(1—n )z~]}t (I—o')F,(0)]
The generalization of (2.2) to systems with many de-
grees of freedom is straightforward. We see that Eq.
(2.2) is of the form dr o a{exp)—ir(1 —n)z]}(1—n)
BF,/R= iZF„—(2.I) XZLn'F, (i—r)]=0. (2.16)
' Since we are mainly interested in applying the formalism to
problems in quantum optics, we shall throughout this paper con-
sider operator functions which depend on the boson annihilation
and creating operators only. One can formulate a similar theory
in which the operator functions depend explicitly on position and
momentum operators so that other than boson systems could be
dealt with.
"The 0-ordered equivalents I, and F& are functions of c
numbers z and z.* Since the explicit dependence of the 0-ordered
equivalents on z and z* will always be clear from the context in
which they are used, we shall often suppress this dependence.
Equation (2.16) is the master equation in phase space
or the relevant part of the distribution function. This
equation is an exact consequence of the dynamics of our
system. Further simpli6cation can be made if we know
the form of the Hamiltonian of the system. In the follow-
ing sections we shall give some explicit realizations of
the projection operator and discuss in detail the master
equation for a system interacting with a reservoir.
pN QF Q
,) (34) and(3»"""f llows from (3 2 ~
ppTUANTUF p R ~« "ATpHASE-SP" 2027
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'"' z z*)ZLexpir(1 —(P 2X pg(P) (' p
dr Oat XF &"'(z,z*,O)G, (312)expir(1 —(P)Z)(1—(P
3.9)—(3.11), one finds(3 t) On combining ,XZ(PFG& (z, z, —Q) P t r) 0
e of the fact thatwhere we have made use
(1—O')Fg&"'(z,z*,0) = 0. (3.g)
or(t) ar(t) r(t)
R Bt , , I'(0)
3.13)~. I (,)r(t—.).
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This equation shows that the quantum-mechanically
defined time-correlation functions (3.1) obey an equa-
tion of the Volterra type. A corresponding result for the
classically defined time-correlation functions has also
been established by Zwanzig. ' The kernel appearing in
the integral equation can, in principle, be evaluated if
one knows Fg&oi(z, z~,O) and F,@&pi&&&i(z,z~). This result
appears to be of importance in the study of transport
coeKcients.
4. MASTER EQUATION FOR OPEN
SYSTEMS
In this section we derive the phase-space form of the
master equation of an open system. Following Emch
and Sewell, ' we refer to a system as being "open" if it
is coupled to a large system R, usually called reservoir.
The reservoir is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium
at some initial time. The Hamiltonian of the total
system (5+It) can be written as
It further follows, from the definition (4.5) of the pro-
jection operator, that
(4.7)6'&s= s6',
(PZg = Zg(P= 0. (4.8)
Using (4.6)—(4.8), the master equation (2.16) can be
expressed in the form
It is easily verified from series expansion that
{expL—ir(i —o') z])(1—o')
= (1—&P)(exp( —ir(1—&P) g(1—&P)])(1—&P) . (4.1N
One also has
8
L&PF( t)—]~i(z, +&Pe»&P) &toPF(t)]
Bt
+ dr &PZ(expL —ir(1—&P)2])(1—&P)
XZ)&PF(t —r)]=0. (4.9)
II=az+Hs+Has (4.1) (1—&P)&&L&PF(t)]=&z(1—&P)L&PF(t)]=0. (4.11)
where Bs and Hz are the Hamiltonians the system
and the reservoir, respectively, and IJ&s is the Hamil-
tonian characterizing the interaction between the sys-
tem and the reservoir. It is obvious that the total
Liouville operator can be written as
= z+s+as. (4.2)
Let F(z,z*,(za), {zii*),t) be the distribution of function
for the total system (S+E) and let Fz(z,z*,t) be the
distribution function of the system S alone. Then
Fz(z,z*,t) is obtained froin F(z,z*,{zip),(zii*),t) by in-
tegration over the reservoir variables (zip), i.e.,
Fs(z,z*,t) - d'{zii) F(z,z*,(zii), (zii*),t). (4.3)
Let us express F in the form
F(z,z*,(z&),(zii*),t) =F&(z,z*,t)Fip(f zii},{z&*})
+R(z,z~, (zip), (zs~),t), (4.4)
where Fii({zii),(zii*)) is the initial thermal-equilibrium
distribution function for the reservoir. It is then evident
that for this system the projection operator 6' is given
by (cf. Ref. 9)
O'= F&((z&),(z&*)) d'{ &)z. (4.5)
We now introduce certain assumptions about the initial
condition of the total system. We assume that at time
t= 0 the system S and the reservoir R are statistically
independent. This assumption is equivalent to the
following condition on the distribution function
F(z,z*,{zii},{zii*),t):
Using (4.10) and (4.11), one can simplify the master
equation (4.9):
a
—L&PF(t)]+i(Z +&Pe„&P)t &PF(t)]
Bt
+ dr &PZiis(1 —&P) U'(t —r)(1—&P)
X&a, t &PF(r)]=0, (4.12)
where
U'(t r) = expL i—(t r—)(1—&P)
X(z,+z.+z„)(i—o)]. (4.i3)
Equation (4.12) may be simplified by employing the
analysis of Emch and Sewell. ' As is well known, U'(r)
has the expansion
U'(r) = Up'(r)
r
XT exp —i dt' Up'( —t')(1—&P)aiis(1 —&P)Up'(t')
0
(4.14)
where T is Dyson's time-ordering operator and
Up'(7) = expL ir(i &P)—(ge+—Zs)(1 &P)]. (4—.15)
Using the properties (4.7) and (4.8) of the projection
operator &P, one can show that Up'(r) can be expressed
in the form
Up'(r) = exp( —iZiir) (1—&P)
XLexp( —iZsr) —1]+exp(—impar) (4.16)
=6+(1-o')U,(r)(i-o'),
where
(1—&P)F(z,z*,{zz),(zii*},0) = 0. (4 6) Up(r) = expL ir(Zip+28)]. — (4.17)
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Using the relation (4.16), we find that the time-ordered equation
product appearing in (4.14) simplifies to (P= J. ~ d' sg (4.25)
T exp —i dt'(1 —n)U, (—t')Z„U, (t')(1—n) —= U(t).
(4.18)
On substituting (4.16) and (4.18) in (4.12), we find
that the master equation may be expressed in the
following simpler form:
We solve equation (4.24) for (1—(P)F(t) and substitute
in (4.23). It is easy to verify that a solution of (4.24)
is given by
(1—o )F(t) =e(t,0)L(1—n')F(0)]
i d—r e(t, )(1—tP)Z(r)LO'F(r)], (4.26)
—LtpF(t)]+i(Z, +n Z»tp)LnF(t)]
Dt
+ d I-(t- )LtpF()]=0, (419)
where
W(t, r)= T exp i (1——O')Z(t')dt' . (4.27)
r
where the kernel is given by
K(r) = O'Zas Up(r) (1 O') U(r)—Zaa (4.20. )
itp'/itt = —i(Has'(t), p'(t)] (ft = 1), (4.21)
where Has'(t) is the interaction Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture. The phase-space equivalent of Eq.
(4.21) is
(4.22)BF(t)/itt = —ia(t)F(t),
It should be noted that Kq. (4.19) is of the same form
as the one derived by Kmch and Sewell'; however, our
equation is for the phase-space distribution function
and is therefore a c-number differential equation. As
we will see later, the master equation in our formalism
is useful in studying the connection with the Fokker-
Planck equations of stochastic processes.
In applications, it is preferable to employ the master
equation for the phase-space distribution function
which corresponds to the density operator in the inter-
action picture. It can be obtained either by transform-
ing Eq. (4.19) or in the following more direct manner:
The density operator in the interaction picture satisfies
the following equation:
On substituting (4.26) in (4.23) and making use of
the initial condition (1—5')F(0)=0, one finds that
—
t n F(t)7+i n z(t)(o F(t)]
+ dr n'z(t)'tt(t, r)(1—tP)2( )Ln'F( )]=0. (4.28)
n Z(r)n'F(t) = 0. (4.29)
In all the applications which we will encounter below,
the condition (4.29) will be satisfied. Under these ap-
proximations the master equation (4.28) reduces to
The exact master equation (4.28) in phase space is quite
hard to employ for actual calculations. However, it
provides a rigorous starting point for the derivation of
simpler approximate equations for L(PF(t)] and a
basis for the development of systematic approximate
procedures.
I.et us now analyze the effects of interaction with the
bath, in the lowest order of perturbation, i.e., in the
Born approximation. ' In this approximation one re-
places tt(t, r) by unity. We further assume that the
properties of the reservoir are such that
8
(tPF(t) }+ tPZ(t)Z—( )LtpF( )]d =0. (4.30)
0
(4.31)
where Gia (Gqa) is an operator acting on the reservoir
(system) variables alone. Thus, the interaction Hamil-
tonian in the interaction picture takes the form
8
—LtpF(t)]= —in z(t)o F(t)
Bt
where the Liouville operator Z(t) is defined by an ex-
pression analogous to (2.5) and F(t) is the 0 equivalent
of the density operator in the interaction picture. It is
understood that all the quantities from now on refer to Ke now write the interaction Hamiltonian as
the interaction picture; hence, we have dropped the IIiis= Z LGi, aGi"'+GiatG~'],
superscript I. We obtain from (4.22) the following two
equations:
—itpZ(t)(1 —O)F(t), (4.23)
8
—L(1—o)F(t)]=—i(1—np)z(t)o F(t)
l9t
—i(1—(P)g(t) (1—(P)F(t) . (4.24)
Here the projection operator (P is again defined by the
Has'(t) =P $G&"(t)Gi, t(t)+G& t(t)Gi, (t)]. (4.32)
In practical applications, one is usually concerned with
rules of association which are such that our Hermitian
operator function is mapped onto a real function. Ob-
viously Weyl, normal, and antinormal rules of associa-
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tion'" belong to this class. For the sake of simplicity,
we will from now on consider only this class. The phase-
space equivalent FRs of HRsr (HRsr= QFR$) is then of
the form
where
S&'&= exp(Ai+A2),
S&"= exp(™h.i—A2),
(4.35a)
(4.35b)
FR$=Z 9'k (I)kk"(~)+A '(r)A'(~)]i (433)
where pkR(t) is the II equivalent of GkR(t) and pks(t)
is the 0 equivalent of Gks(l'). It is now evident that
~(r)L6'F(I)]=2 t (A"(r)&R"'FR)(gk'"(r)&s"'Fs(&))
Ai and A2 being the operators defined by Eqs. (2.6).
The operators X)g and Sq act on the reservoir and
on the system variables, respectively. On substi-
tuting (4.34) in (4.30) and after some siinplifications,
one finds that the approxiznate master equation (4.30)
reduces to
+(A"'(r) &R"'FR)(A'(r) &s"'F$(&))
(A'( )r&—R"'FR)(4 'k( )r&s"'FS(&))
BFS(t)
+ dr K(I,r)F$(r) =0,
Bt p
(4.36)
—(fkR'(r)SR"'FR)(pks(r)S$"&FS(t))], (4.34) where the kernel K(t, r) is defined by the formula
K(&~r) =2 f I"»R "(&,r)L~t i'(&)&s'"(0"*(r)&s"'F$(r))7
+P»R'"(t, r)LPi "(/) X)$" (fk (r) $$ ' Fs(r))]—I'iiR"'(r, g)gl "(t)~s "(Pk "(r)$$"'FS(r))7
I QiR (T t)LPl '(/)Ssl i(Pk (r)X)sl lF$(r))]+I k(t, )Llfl (t)Ssl l(Pk '(r)Gsl iF$(r))7
+F22R (I T)PIPl (I)SS (leak (T)$$ FS(.))]—rikR"'(r, t)LPl (t)SSl'l(Pk '(r)SS ' FS(r))]
—I'»R"'(r I)B'l'(I) &s"'(As(r) &s"'Fs(r))7—I'»R "(I r)B l'"(I)&s"'(0k'*(r)&s"'Fs(r))7
I'»R"(It')L&l' 0)&$"'(A (&)& S"' F($&)) 7+ I» R(&9~)LA (~)&$"'(4'k (&)&S"'FS(&))7
+I'kiR"'(r, t)L'g«'*(t)50$l' (Pks(r)X)sl'&FS(r))7 —I'„R"(t,r)(tel (I)$$ ' (tP, '(r)$$ '~F$(r))7
I 22R (I r)Lkl ( )+s (kk (r)+s Fs(r))]+ i-R (r )8'l (~) +s (Wk (r) +s FS(r))]
+P22Rkl(r ()LP (ifs)~ (2$(P)$(kr)~$(2)F$(r))]} (4 37a)
and where I';;Rk'(t, r) are the elements of the matrix taken into account in linear approximation, the master
Here, p& is the equilibrium density operator of the
reservoir at the initial time. It should be noted that for
quadratic Hamiltonians, the Eq. (4.36) is a second-order
diGerential equation with respect to z and z*, and an
integral equation with respect to the time variable.
Suppose that our system, interacting with the reser-
voir, is driven by an external 6eld whose effect is repre-
sented by an interaction Hamiltonian F(t). Then the
density operator in the interaction picture satisfies the
equation of motion
+lF RLexp( t i+7k) —exp(lti —Xk)]Fs(0 =0, (4.39)
where FR is the 0 equivalent of Er(t)
S. APPLICATIONS
A. Harmonic Oscillator Coupled to a Reservoir
As a first application of the theory, we consider a
harmonic oscillator which is coupled to a reservoir. The
reservoir is assumed to consist of harmonic oscillators
and to be weakly coupled to the oscillator (the oscil-
lator corresponds to the system S). The Hamiltonian
of the total system is given by
~p'/~I= —L& '(~)+&'(~), p'(~)7. (4 38)
Usually one is interested in the linear response4 of the
system. When the contribution of the external field is
equation (4.36) reduces to
(
tr(pRGRk(t)GR'(r)) tr(pRGRk(t)GR«(r))
(4.37b) gF$(~)
tr(pRGR't(~)GR'(r)) tr(pRG, (~)G,«(.)) + dT K(t, r)FS(r)
p
"C. I. Mehta and E. C. G. Sudarshan, Phys. Rev. 138,
8274 (1965). In this reference, the terms normally and anti-
normally ordered distribution functions are used in the opposite
sense than in the present paper. The reason for this difference in
terminology is explained in footnote 35 of Ref. 7.
H= coa~a+Q co,a, ta,+Q g~a, t(a+q*at)
+g g;a, (at+qa) (fi= I) . (5.1)
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The operators a, a~, a, , and a,~ satisfy the following and Sq&'& are given by
commutation relations:
[a,a'] =- 1, [a,,a,']= 1 . (5.2) Q (') —exp-o; a&* (5.10)
Has (t)=P g, [a(a, expiv, t+aa, & exp( —iv, t)], (5.3)
where
(5 4)
Xow for the class of associations for which Hermitian
operators are mapped onto real functions, the 0 equiva-
lent of (5.3), such that Hssr=QFss, is given by
Fss=g g,[z*z, expis~, t+zz, exp( —iv, t)]. (5.5)
Comparing (5.5) with (4.33), we may make the identifi-
cation
P R(t) —(g.)I/2z e i~ji.—
&f,s(t) = (g,)'"-e '"'.
(5.6a)
(5.6b)
All other commutators vanish. The Hamiltonian of the
type (5.1) is important in many physical problems such
as those encountered in Brownian motion of an oscil-
lator, "and in the quantum theory of field attenuation. "
For the sake of simplicity, we first consider the case
when q=o, and later on we shall give the result for
(tNO. The interaction Hamiltonian (with &7=0) in the
interaction picture is then given by
8 cI
X) (') —exp +
Bz* Bs
(5.11)
On substituting (5.6), (5.8), (5.10), and (5.11) in (4.36),
one finds that
(&F (,v) (t) t P g 2e icukr+—i+r
o
d(dk 12(iek), (5.13)
()'Fs &»& (t—r)
X (1+(»k)) +—[zFs'"'(t—r)] +c c
BzBZ 8z
(5.12)
The superscript (&V) indicates that the phase-space
representation corresponds to association by means of
normal ordering. Now it can be shown that the memory
effects are of order higher than second in perturbation
and hence one can replace Fs&»'(t —r) by Fs&»&(t) in
the integrand. We assume that the bath oscillators are
closely spaced in frequency so that summation over k
can be replaced by integration, i.e.,
The thermal-equilibrium density operator for the reser-
voir is
ps= exp( —P Q co,a, (a,)/tr exp( —P Q (e,a, )a,) . (5.7)
where h((ek)d(ek is the number of oscillators with f«
quencies lying between coI, and coI,+d'~I. We further
assume that our system possesses short memory, i.e.,
there exists a correlation time r, such that
Using (5.3), (5.6), and (5.7) one can show that the
matrix defined by (4.37b) is ~mven by'"'
d(dk h((dk)g'((ek)e" &" "'=0 for
~
r
~
& r. . (5.14)
0
(gkgi) "-" (»k)ei~k(i —r)(&
where
(&k&((»k)+1)e '"" '
(5.8)
0
Therefore for times
~
r
~
)r, one can replace the upper
limit on time integration by ~ and one obtains the
following equation of motion for the phase distribution
function Fs &»& (t):
(5.9) gF (k&
d(ek t&((dk)g ((ek)
(&'Fs&"&(t)
X t&(~)((e—iok) [1+(n((dk))]
BZBs
Ke shall now form the normally ordered equivalent of
the density-operator equation. In this case it is seen
from Eqs. (2.3a) and (2.3b) that the operators X)s&'&
"See, for example, P. Ullersma, Physica 32, 27 (1966); 32,
56 (1966). Similar phase-space techniques have also been used
by McKenna and Frisch $J. McKenna and H. L. Frisch, Phys.
Rev. 145, 93 (1966)j to study Brownian motion."B. R. Mollow, Phys. Rev. 168, 1896 (1968).
"This calculation can easily be done by using the phase-space
distribution functions. See, for example, L. Mandel and E. YVolf,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 37, 231 (1965); R. J. Glauber, in Quantum Optics
and Electronics, Les IIouches, 1064, edited by C. deKitt, A.
Blandon, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji (Gordon and Breach Science
Publishers, Inc.
, New York, 1965), p. 65.
where
8
+ [;F,&'&(t)] + c.c. , —(5.15)
cIz
(1 (6)(~) ~~(~)~iF(1/~) (5.16)
with P denoting the Cauchy principal part. Neglecting
the contribution from the principal part, which only
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causes a small frequency shift, we find that
gF (N) $2F (N)
= vrh(co) g'(cd) 2L1+(n((u))j-
BSBz
8
+ (z—Fs&s')+ (z*Fs' &) (517)
Bs Bs*
We wish to emphasize the fact that we derived an equa-
tion for the normally ordered equivalent and not for
the antinormally ordered equivalent of the density
operator. This choice was made, because as is well
known, the normally ordered equivalent of any density
operator is a well-behaved function, whereas the anti-
normally ordered equivalent is not well behaved in some
cases."It is to be noted that as far as the calculations
of normally ordered time-ordered correlation functions
is concerned, it does not matter which equation of
motion we use. It is to be also noted that for a quadratic
Hamiltonian, our master equation, under the approxi-
mations made in this and the preceding sections, reduces
to an equation of the Fokker-Planck type.
Let us obtain an equation for the Sudarshan-Glauber
phase-space distribution function" (which in our termi-
nology is the antinormally ordered equivalent of the
density operator). For this purpose we may either use
the general formalism of Sec. 4 or we can transform the
result (5.17) by the use of the following relation":
82
Fs(A
(48s* (5.18)
It is readily found that Fg( ' satisfies the following
equation:
QF (A) $2F (A)
=
~h((o)g'((o) 2(n(co))
a~a~*
8 8
+—(zFs'"')+ (z*Fs'"') . (5 19)
Bs Bz~
Equations of the type (5.19) have been derived by
many other authors using different techniques. "One
can recast Eq. (5.19) into the following stochastically
equivalent Langevin equation" ":
z= —m.h(co)g'(c0)z+((t), (5.20)
where the Langevin force t(t) has the following prop-
erties:
(](t))=0, (((t)](t'))=0, (5.21)
««) ~*(t'))= 2-h(-)g (-)("(-)»«-t'). (5 22)
Let us finally obtain an equation satisfied by the
diagonal matrix elements p„„of the density operator.
One can readily show that"
Then
fz(2ne —&ztz
p =— Fs(A) de. (5.23)
Bp 1 (zj axe—Izl2de
Bt nJ
g2F (A)
X 2nh(cv)g'(a)(n(co))
BsBs*
8
+~h(co) g2(ra) (zFs "—)
+~h(co)g'(co) (z*Fs&"&)
Bs
Bp„„/Bt=2xh(~)g'(ru)L(n+1)p„+r, ~r —np, „]. (5.25)
This equation has been discussed by Mollow'4 in the
context of the quantum theory of field attenuation.
Note that the Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) have the form of
the Pauli equation.
Returning to the original Hamiltonian (5.1) with
q/0, a similar procedure leads to the following equa-
tion of motion:
which on integration by parts leads to the equation
Bp„„/Bt+2,+h(ca)gz(co)nfl+2(n(a&))fp
+2~h(a))g'(c0)(n(c0)) p„„
=2mb((»)g'(co)(n(co))np. &. &
+(n+1)2nh(a&)g'(co)L1 j(n(cv)))p +&, +'. (5.24)
Some physical consequences of Eq. (5.24) are discussed
in the Appendix. At zero temperature, Eq. (5.24)
reduces to
gF (N) g2F (N) 8
=eh(co)g'(cu) 2L1+(n(~))) + (zFs&~&)+ (z*Fs&"&)—
BZBz Bz Bs*
8F (N)
—m-h(co)g2(&o) qe ""'z +c.c. vrh(ru)gz(—a&)L1+(n(co))j qeBs* $2F
(N)
+c.c. . (5.26)
OS*2
"For a discussion of the Sudarshan-Glauber phase-space distribution function see, for example, J. R. Klauder and E. C. G.Sudarshan, Fundamentals of Quantum Optics (W. A. Benjamin, Inc. , New York, 1968), Chap. VIII."See, for example, %'. H. Louisell and J. H. Marburger, IEEE J. Quant. Electron. QE-3, 348 (1967).
' R. L. Stratonovich, Topics in the Theory of Random Noise (Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, Inc. , New York, 1963),Vol. I; see also M. Lax, Rev. Mod. Phys. 38, 541 (1966).
'9 M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 145, 110 (1966).
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This equation, which can be treated by perturbation
technique, shows some of the interesting features of the
coupling. The solution of this diBerential equation to
first order in the parameter q will contain terms at the
driving frequencies +2' and —2~ and can be used to
discuss the statistical properties of the 6eld; e.g., one
can obtain the spectrum of the amplitude and of the
intensity fluctuations. In particular one can obtain the
rate of change of the average numbers of photons at the
frequency 2~.
B. Two-Level System Interacting with
the Reservoir
We shall now consider a two-level system which is
interacting weakly with a reservoir assumed to be made
up of harmonic oscillators. The Hamiltonian of such a
system is given by"
(5.27)
where 5&+) are the spin-flip operators, and S. is the z
component of the spin, angular momentum, and a; and
a;t are the usual boson annihilation and creation oper-
ators. We will now use Schwinger's'~ coupled-boson
representation to express S(+) and 5, in terms of the
boson creating and annihilation operators, i.e.,
S,= -'(vtv —utu), 5'—& = utv, St+& = vtu; (5.28)
where u, v and their adjoints satisfy the following
commutation relations:
I u, u']=1, I v,vt]=1; (5.29)
all other commutators vanish. Substituting (5.28) in
(5.27), we find that the intera, ction Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture can be written as
FFasr(l)=p g, (e ' '+'~"atv&u+et ' t"ottt, u&v). (5.30)
The normally ordered equivalent of (5.30), such that
Has = BNI'as, is given by
—P g (e iott+ic. uot—e'pntc+C. C.) (5.31)
where we use the correspondence
u —+P, v ~e. (5.32)
liow we proceed in a strictly similar manner as in Secs.
4 and 5 A to write down the master equation for the
normally ordered equivalent of the density operator
for the system of interest. We make similar approxima-
tions as in Sec. 5 A and obtain the following Fokker-
Planck equation:
8
+trh(too)g2(coo) (2an* —2PP*)+ (ng(n(tdo))+1] —P*Pn)—
Bo!
c128 l92
+fnn*P+P&n(tt&o))] +c c —2t &n(.—td.o))+1]PP* ——2&tt(coo))nn*
8P BNl3Q Ops*
82 82
+L2&n(ado))+1]P*a* +L2(u(~o))+l]Pa Fst &=0 (5 33)
Ba~8p* Bn8p
I.et us now calculate the average polarization of this
system. In order to do this, we make the following
ansatz:
monic-oscillator system in the following manner:
o&,=u lo), I 1&.="lo&, (5.35)
tt&(&) = —'(1—&tr*&) lo&s(ol s+—(1+&tr*))I1&s&1Is
+4& 'n»+lo)s&1ls+k&n' ') I 1&s&ols, (534)
where Io)s and I1)s are the ground state and the 6rst
excited state of the system, respectively. We assume
that the ground state is one with spin down. We can
express these states in terms of the states of the har-
20 See, for example, H. Risken, Z. Physik 191, 302 {1966);
R. D. Hempstead and M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 161, 350 {1967).
"C. R. KVillis, J. Math. Phys. 5, 1241 {1964); 6, 1984{1965).
"See, for example, Y.-L. XVang and H. B. Callen, Phys. Rev.
148, 433 (1966).
where
I 0) is the vacuum state of the oscillator system.
Xote also that
I 0)&0 I = 0»t exp( —n*n —PP*), (5.36)
where QN denotes normal ordering operator. It then
follows from (5.34)—(5.36) that the normally ordered
equivalent of the density operator in interaction picture
is given by
F '"'=Ll(1—( *))p*p+l(1+& *&) *
+ &n(+»p*ae iwot+ &n(—&)pn et(sot]e—tttt*—a—a (5 37)
We substitute expression (5.37) in (5.33) and equate
the coefficient of equal powers of a and p on both sides.
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This leads to the equations
8
—
&
*)=—L1+&2 ( o)&72 h( o)g"-( )
Bt
Equation (A5), subject to initial condition on Q(x, t),
can be solved by the method of characteristics. "We
shall now give the solution of (A5) subject to various
initial conditions.
(a) Initial condition th—ermal equilibrium In. this case
( )+ (5 3S) P (0) and Q(x,0) are given by1+&2n(zo,))
—
&
' ')= & ' '&( —h( o)g'( o)
8t
XLI+(2n(zoo)&7 —zzoo&. (5.39)
Equations (5.3S) and (5.39) give the rate of change
of the average polarization of our system. In particular,
for a steady state one has
P (0)= n"/(1+zz) "+i,
Q(x 0)= (1+nx)-'
(A6a)
(A6b)
N««h«p. (0) is the Bose-Einstein distribution for
one cell of phase space. Under the initial condition
(A6b), the solution of (A5) can be shown to be
Q(x, t) = $1+n(l)x]-',
n(l) = (n(zo)&+e "Ln—&n(zo)&]
(A7)
(o i+i) = (o' i) =0, (o') = —tank(zzPzoo) . (5.40) where
(AS)
One would have of course expected the results (5.40)
eral principles. Ke therefore conclude that the initial distribution of nfrom general es.
remains Bose-Einstein, i.e.,
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APPENDIX: PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES
OF EQ. (S.24)
Let us write Eq. (5.24) in the form
ap„(t)
= b(n(zo)&np z(t)+b(n+1)L1+&n(zo)&]p„+i(l)
Bt
—bL&n(oz))(2n+1)+n]P„(l), (Al)
(b) 1«lia! condilion Poisson—dislribulion In t.his
case we have for t =0
p (0)= (n"/n!)e @
Q(x,0)=e "*
(Aioa)
(A10b)
where n represents initial average number of photons.
Then the solution of (A5), subject to initial condition
(A10b), is
Q(x, z) = LI+x(n(~)&(1—o ")7 '
nXe b'
where
b= 2zrh(zo)g'(zo), P (l) =p, (l) . (A2)
Xexp —— (A11)1+x(n(zo) &(1 e ")——
Note that. p„(l) gives the probability of finding n pho- Using (A11) and (A4), we find that p.(t) can be written
tons in the field at time l In order to .solve (A1), we in terms of Laguerre polynomials as follows":
introduce the generating function Q(x, z) for p~(t), de-
6ned by
Q(x, l) =p(1—x) "p.(t).
0
(A3)
ne b'
The relation (A3) can be inverted for p„(l) and one
obtains
(A4)
Xexp
I+&n(~)&(1—o ")
Xl ge
—bt
(A12)
(n(zo)&(1 —e z')L1+&n(zo)&(1 —o z')]
It then follows from (A1) and (A3) that Q(x, t) satisfies Us;„g (A12) one can obtain the moments of the number
the following differential equation:
BQ
b(n(zo))xQ —b(1+&n(zo)—)x]x
8$
(AS)
2'I. N. Sneddon, Elements of Partial Deferential Eqlations(McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1957), Chap. II. Similar
methods have also been used by Narducci LL. M. Narducci(to be published) g.
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operator and in particular one can show that
(a'(i)a(l)) = He="'+(n((u))(1 —e-"), (A13)
(La (")a(i)]')—((a (i)a(i)))'= Re "+2(n(~))&i
X(1—o ~')e ~'+(n(co))(1—e ")L1+(u(cv))(1 e—~')]
(A14)
follows:
&- 6t) u I vn —,rona(olds@ 1)—
p„(~)= — —
(ecru o—8t) ~~+m oo(o o bf—
sinh-,'Pcu '-
XF n—, —m,1;,(A17)
sinh2@
(1—y) '(1—y+yy) =P y"F( n, n, —1;y). (A18)
0
The relation (A18) is valid for
~
y ( (1 and
~
y(1—y)
~
(1.
It is worth noting that our results for p (t) consitute
a generalization of Mollow's results' on the quantum
theory of field attenuation in the sense that our results
are valid for finite temperatures. Mollow's results can
be obtained from our results in the limit of zero tem-
perature, or, equivalently, by letting (n(co)) ~O. We
also mention that equations of the type (Ai) may be
used to study the relaxation of the moments of the
number operator. "
(A15a)
(A15b)Q(x,o) = (1—x)
From (A5) and (A15b), one can easily show that
Q(x, t) = L1+(m(co))(1—e ")x] '
ve ~' tn
X (A16)
1+x(n((o))(1—e ") '4 A. Erdelyi, W. Magnus, F. Oberhettinger, and F. C. Tricomi,
Higher Transcemkntal Functions (McGraw-Hill Book Co. , New
York, 1953), Vol. I, p. 82.
"K.E. Shuler, G. H. YVeiss, and K. Anderson, J. Math. Phys.
3, 550 (1963).
Using (A4) and (A16), one can prove tha, t p„(t) may
be written in terms of the hypergeometric function as
Note that the distribution (A12) is the one which wou d
be obtained by the superposition of coherent and ther-
where we have used Eq. 5.9 and the relation"
mal fields. It should also be noted that the first term
in the right-hand side of (A13) is characteristic of a
Poisson distribution, whereas the second term is de-
pendent on the initial properties of the reservoir.
(c) Ini)iat condition m —quan-tum state. In this case
we have for t=O
